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Abstract—This paper presents a review of microgrid control
architectures, and it proposes a decentralized control architecture
for multiple microgrids operating as a power aggregator in
demand response. This architecture consists of four control levels.
The interrelationships of the hierarchical levels in the proposed
architecture are described, and the operation models of control
architectures for each microgrid and for multiple microgrids
operating as aggregator are presented. Finally, some comments
about the proposal are presented.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed Energy Resources (DER) for Demand Response
(DR) are essential components in the future of smart grids
[1], seeking to integrate Renewable Energy Resources (RER)
to keep the balance between energy demand and supply.
Microgrid (MG) is a subsystem of the distribution grid, which
comprises generation capacities, storage devices, and controllable loads, operating as a single controllable system either
connected or isolated from the utility grid [2]–[4]. Furthermore, as a group of DER, MGs can provide flexibility to the
distribution system to get a faster response to energy demand,
and improve the capacity to reduce distribution network losses
[3],[5].
Microgrids can be AC, DC, AC/DC, or high frequency [3]–
[5] and can operate in both modes, island mode and gridconnected mode [6]–[8]. The requirements for each operation
mode are different as well as the specifications for stability
and control [4]. MGs are controlled systems that can operate
as a load or an aggregated generator, and they can act as power
sources incorporated into the network or as a means to provide
ancillary services [9], [10].
In a distribution system, hundreds of DER units can be
available to propose an aggregated load to the main grid. This
leads to a smart distribution system that requires real-time
information about each DER unit and load [11]. On the other
hand, the complexity problem of control is reduced to control
all DER units for MGs dispatch. In this sense, MGs are smart
systems that can respond to energy demand by increasing their
local generation or by turning off non-critical loads or shifting
their use in time.
This paper presents a proposal for a decentralized control
architecture for multiple microgrids, acting like a power aggre-
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gator in demand response. The possibility of aggregated MGs
having a contract with the distribution grid operator to supply
energy for demand response is analyzed.
In Section II, a review of microgrid control architectures
is presented. In Section III, the concept of power aggregator
using MGs is explained. Proposed MGs control architecture
including a power aggregator level is presented in Section IV.
Finally, in Section V some comments about the proposal are
presented.
II. R EVIEW OF MICROGRID CONTROL ARCHITECTURES
Depending on the control architecture, it is necessary to have
the set points available to local controllers of power generators,
storage devices and smart loads, as well as the island and grid
operation modes [12]. There are mainly three MG control
architectures: centralized, decentralized and multilayer. The
last architecture is also called hierarchical control levels [13][16].
In centralized control, architecture sources are controlled
by a central control system, located remotely, in a MaterSlave configuration as depicted in figure 1. In this architecture,
the Microgrid Central Controller (MCC) optimizes power
interchanges between MG and the main grid, which maximizes
the local generation, depending on security and market prices
restrictions. This is possible with control points to DER and
controllable loads into MGs.
In this architecture the use of bidirectional communication
networks between MCC and each Local Controller (LC) is
necessary. This communication can be done by using telephone
lines, power line communication, serial lines, or wireless
communication [17], [18], being Serial and TCP Modbus and
Control Area Network (CAN) the most used [19].
In decentralized control, the individual sources share the
load according to their characteristics and capacities of individual power control without any communication between them.
In this concept, most drivers follow a droop control scheme,
either for operation in island mode or grid connected mode
[20]-[22]. Figure 2 depicts the independence of the drivers
and the absence of a central controller. Real–time economic
dispatch optimization and the use of sources under several
operation conditions are not possible using this approach.
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Fig. 1: Centralized control architecture, modified from [15]

Fig. 3: Supervisory control
III. M ICROGRIDS AS POWER AGGREGATORS

Fig. 2: Decentralized control architecture, modified from [14]
The multilayer control or hierarchical control, combines the
best characteristics of the centralized and decentralized control
architectures [14]. This concept is used in MGs from experience of hierarchical control of dispatch for large-scale power
systems, where voltage amplitude and frequency deviations are
limited, and therefore system quality, stability and reliability
are improved [19]. In [22], a level of control is included to
correct these deviations. Moreover, a control strategy without
communication networks is proposed, which could be appropriated for high-performance paralleled inverters [23].
Supervisory control in MGs is proposed in [15], by means of
three hierarchical control levels. In the top level or grid level,
there are both, a controller of Distribution Network Operator
(DNO) and a Market Operator (MO). At the management level,
there is a MCC for each MG and, at the field level or bottom
level, LC of DER and the controlled loads are working for
each MCC (See figure 3).
Depending on MG control architecture, LC has a different
intelligence level. In centralized operation, each LC receives
the set points of the corresponding MCC. In a decentralized
operation, each LC makes a decision locally.
The discussion on problems of microgrid controls include
multiples generators and energy storage, compensation of
power quality problems and the inclusion of AC, DC, AC/DC
MGs, among others. Advanced control strategies, such as
distributed and cooperative strategies have been considered.
Several proposals involve multi- agents systems with local
agents for local tasks and leading agents to coordinate local
agents [24], [25].

MGs in grid-connected operating mode can work as Demand Response Aggregators (DRA), and multiple grouped
MGs can take part as client of Demand Side Management
(DSM) [25]. However, DER in MGs are small loads with low
capacity, and in most cases, they are not qualified for DSM.
Therefore, it is necessary to check their role as DRA, analyzed
as a Virtual Power Plant (VPP), using a business model for
DRA, allowing them to participate in the wholesale energy
market as flexible entities of DR. Multiple grouped MGs can
operate as a great elastic load participating in DSM.
When MGs have non-dispatchable generators [26] such as
photovoltaic and wind generators, or others using intermittent
resources [30], [31], it is necessary to adapt the distribution
system to provide flexible and effective response to MGs operation, ensuring power system reliability under the penetration
of renewable energies and the growing of the temporal loads,
as electric vehicles [32].
The current and future problem is associated to the organization of the dynamics of the energy markets, based on the
next MGs in the rural region, cities, or near to cities. The main
competitive advantage of the multiple grouped MGs is that it
can quickly provide electric power to the main grid at a lower
price than the the main grid spot market price [30]. Therefore,
in the future, the organization of the energy market strategies
must be based on MGs.
According to [31], an aggregator is an entity that collects
generated energy for by one or several Distributed Generators
(DG) and sells it to the utility [34]. Additionally, the DRA
can get benefit by participating in pricing between demand
and supply.
If a system operator requires a certain amount of power from
a single or several DRAs at a minimum purchase price, a two
stages communication from DRA begins. The first stage is to
set price between the system operator and the DRA, and the
other stage is to set the price between the DRA and the MGs
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[31]. Figure 4 shows a conceptual architecture of several MGs
and a single DRA, where there are n MGs, each one with DER
units and loads operating locally. In addition, communications
between the n MGs and the DRA node are performed, in order
to carry out transactions with the wholesale and the retail
market, participating in price fixing of aggregated power by
MGs.

of n Distributed Generators (DG) Gnxy , n energy storage
systems ESSxy , and n controllable loads Lnxy with a specific
geographic location xy are considered in the analysis.
DG can be wind, PV or diesel generators, the former ones
are non-dispatchable generators and depend of the primary
energy source (wind and solar radiation), while the last one is
dispatchable, but with variable output power (1).
Gnxy = {Gnx1 y1 , Gnx2 y2 , . . . , Gnxn yn }

(1)

Sg (t) = Pg (t) + jQg (t)

(2)

For each Gnxn yn 2 Gnxy , the power complex is:

The set of distributed ESS for any MG is shown in (3)
SAnxy = {SAnx1 y1 , SAnx2 y2 , . . . , SAnxn yn }

(3)

For each ESSnxn yn 2 ESSnxy , the State-of-Charge (SOC)
is estimated according to [39]:
SOC(t + k) = SOC(k)
Fig. 4: Conceptual proposal of MGs as power aggregator
Smart transactions between the new load aggregator and
the wholesale and complementary markets haves been already
studied with multi-agent systems [32], [33]. This paper proposes a solution from the Model Predictive Control (MPC)
approach.
IV. P ROPOSED CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
Proposed control architecture is shown in figure 5. In this
architecture, DRA is responsible for initiating all the local
markets and making energy auction between the traders of
different MGs and the main grid.

Fig. 5: Proposed architecture for MGs as power aggregator
A. Electrical Power System
In general, low-voltage distribution networks are radial
topologies. However, to allow MGs participate as power
aggregators, more flexible topologies are required, but those
are not studied in this paper. Therefore, a radial low-voltage
distribution grid and n radial MGs, each one with a set

↵(pg (k))

(4)

Where SOC(k) is the actual ESSnxy , state of charge, Pg (k)
is the power required from DERs in each MG to charge the
ESS, and is the efficiency of charge/discharge of the ESS.
The set of distributed controllable loads in a MG is shown
in (5).
Lnxy = {Lnx1 y1 , Lnx2 y2 , . . . , Lnxn yn }

(5)

B. Local control level (LCL)

At local control level, each DER and controllable loads have
a local controller (LC), and there is two-way communication
with a Central Controller Master (CCM) of each MG, which
coordinates the operation of DERs and controllable loads.
C. Supervisory Control Level (SCL)
DRA interprets the options of demand response proposed by
load agents, who are monitoring the whole aggregate power
of DER units and the power cost at Power Aggregator Level
(PAL). In this level, PAL receives aggregate cost information
for each MG, estimates the power for each MG aggregation
and sends reference signals to the MGs controllers. Based on
demand predictions and power generation costs, the Model
Based Predictive Control Systems (MBPCS), evaluate MG
participation in the sale of energy [35]. The MBPCS operates
in a decentralized and distributed architecture and it is located
at the Supervisory Control Level (SCL). At this level, control
tasks are performed using the sliding horizon concept to develop predictions in a period determined by MG requirements.
At the supervisory control level, CCM uses a MBPCS
to execute an optimization algorithm to minimize errors of
the SOC estimation of each ESS. It assigns set-points of
active and reactive power and sends signals for connection
and disconnection of DERs. The optimization of energy flow
between various resources in the MG is developed by the
MBPCS each hour during the day, using the concept of sliding
horizon.
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MBPCS has a predictive controller based on model predictive control with the following function:

J=

N
X

[ i (SOCi (t + k))

SOCiref ] +

k=1

+

i

Nu
X

[↵i Pi2 (t + k)

k=1

Pi2 (t + k)]

(6)

where N is the prediction horizon and N u is the control
horizon [40]. The tracking error minimization between the
value of SOCi (t + k) and the State-of-Charge of reference
SOCir ef is presented in the horizon N , and error weights
i penalize tracking error. On the horizon N u, both the use
of DERs and their power variations are minimized, and those
are penalized by error weights ↵i and i , respectively. Values
of N , N u and ↵i , i and i are adjusted according to MG
conditions [37].
At each time step, an optimal control problem in open loop
based on measurement and prediction of the input and output
variables proposed in the objective function is formulated. In
the optimal solution, just the control action for the current
period is sent to local controllers. This process is repeated at
each time step, updating both the load-forecasting model and
the short-time forecasting model of the power sources and their
estimated costs. This type of controllers incorporates predictive
models and restrictions [38], such as a power balance between
generation and demand, inequality restrictions in the minimum
and maximum power capacity, and the restriction of SOC limit
of storage systems. The optimization problem can be solved
by several methods, where quadratic programming and mixed
integer programming are the most widely used.
D. Energy Management Level (EML)
In the Energy Management Level (EML) of each MG, DER
power and availability are measured, forecasting and prediction
models are constructed, and a MG demand prediction is
developed.
At the level of energy management level, the MBPCS in
each MG defines and solves an optimization problem for
each MG. Aat each time step of time. In this sense, the
controller must have take high-level decisions about: i) when
to sStarting and stop of each generation unit; ii) how How
much powerenergy each unit must produce each unit to meet
cover the load demand at a minimal cost; iii) theThe amount
of energy that has to be stored; iv) when to perform the The
criteria for charging and discharging ESS cycles of energy
storage systemESS; v) If When the MG is connected to the
network, the quantity when and how much of energy that
must be negotiatedbe (bought or sold) from to with the system
operator and (when the MG is connected to the network); vi)
load shedding reduction schedule.
To minimize the functional cost, which represents operating costs, an economic optimization must be performed in
each MG. Therefore, a cost function that includes the costs

associated with energy production and startup and shutdown
decisions, profits and penalties is proposed.
Photovoltaic and wind generators are taken into account in
the predictive control in each MG, from a forecasting model
of energy resources and demand in the MG, and DERs power
estimation. In [39] a comparison between load forecasting
models using neural networks (NN) and fuzzy inference systems (FIS) is presented. Short time forecasting models for solar
radiation (from few seconds to several minutes), two states
model and the ARIMA model, are presented in [40], and other
models are available in [41], [42] and [43].
In [44] a forecasting model using Multi-Layer Perceptrons
(MLPs) and the radial basis function (RBF) NN for wind
prediction are described. In [45] relevance vector machines are
used for wind speed prediction, while reactive power dispatch
is calculated by means of a genetic algorithm. For interested
readers, in [46] a complete review of forecasting models for
solar and wind power is presented.
E. Power Aggregator Level (PAL)
DRA interprets the options of demand response proposed by
load agents, who are monitoring the whole aggregate power
of DER units and the power cost at Power Aggregator Level
(PAL). In this level, PAL receives aggregate cost information
for each MG, estimates the power for each MG aggregation
and sends reference signals to the MGs controllers.
In this level, the power in each MG is estimated, and
based on that an aggregated power cost optimization process
is developed. The total aggregated power and its cost per hour
are also calculated. This information is sent to the DRA. The
DRA must know directly the wholesale price of energy to
participate in the DR programs, and simultaneously transfer
price signals to end-user, with different risk price protection
programs.
Power aggregator and DR aggregator take into account the
MGs participation in the market, for example, following the
Herfindahl index (H) calculated according to (7), where Si is
the market share of the i–th MG.
H=

n
X

Si2 = S12 + S22 + . . . , Sn2

(7)

i=1

When H approaches zero, market is more competitive, and
as it approaches one market is almost a monopoly. The use of
aggregators increases competition and moves the Herfindahl
index closer to zero. Thus, the active demand response, selfsufficiency and selling surplus is encouraged, and there are
new opportunities with controlled interruptible loads.
After performing market transactions with DRA, PAL communicates with EML to define the lower reference values,
maintaining a loop between control architecture levels. The
MBPCS for PAL and MBPCS for SCL, have transition times
and different prediction and control horizons, but they are
synchronized every half hour. The control signals between the
SCL and the LCL are reported in seconds
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V. F INAL COMMENTS
Each MG can be dispatched whether locally or can be
grouped with other MGs, to participate in DR market using
power aggregators. Transactions between MGs, DRA and grid
operator, depend on the costs and demand predictions.
MBPCS allows planning demand due to price variations or
local generation. The proposal shows not only a way of starting
a new market for existing MGs, but also enables the design of
new MGs with existing or new DERs, as a form of business
in energy markets for isolated areas.
Developing and consolidating a MGs market is not easy
in the current regulatory, technical and financial framework
[51] in countries like Colombia, where most attempts have
been academic experiments. Therefore, further work on this
approach is necessary.
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